Information distribution in a multi-robot system is by its nature a complex process. In this work we present a mathematical model able to compare different results of information distribution schemes, taking into account the mission at hand. In order to do that we define how the utility of information introduced by each exchanged message changes throughout a mission. We specify instances of this model for multiple mission scenarios in order to present the model's flexibility. Eventually, we show an example how to apply the model in a simulated UAV mission, for choosing between a reliable channel with higher delays and a more responsive but unreliable one.
of information distribution. It allows to compare different communication schemes (or schedules) taking into account the amount of useful information distributed in the system.
Our approach is based on the following observations: 1) A message generated by a sender is meant to provide some information to the receiver, who is the one to benefit from this transmission. Hence, our model evaluates the communication from the receiver's perspective. 2) A message can be useful long after it has been received and this usefulness changes over time. For instance, a map patch received at the beginning of the mission can still be useful at the end. Therefore, a message could add value throughout the whole mission, not only at the moment of reception. Moreover, this usefulness is not known at the moment of reception, it depends on the mission progress. 3) Each message type is useful in a different way. Thus, message types have to be considered separately. Based on these observations we introduce a concept of utility -a time-dependant value of information provided for the receiver of a message from the reception time until the end of the mission.
The main contributions of this work comprise the definition of a utility-based model for the evaluation of information distribution schemes (section III), descriptions of multiple mission-related communication scenarios together with instances of the evaluation model for these scenarios (section IV), and an example of how to apply the model in a simulated mission in order to choose between two communication channels: a reliable one with high delays and an unreliable one with lower delays (section V).
II. RELATED WORK
There are many different approaches to information distribution in robotic systems [1] - [3] . Most of them focus on one particular type of message for a specific mission and it is not clear how a similar approach will perform in other applications. Therefore a method able to compare such approaches is needed.
Evaluation methods are often focused on the amount of transferred data [4] - [6] . Such approaches do not take into account the information content of the data and cannot evaluate the usefulness of the transmission.
Utility-based approaches have proven to be beneficial in many related fields, among them communication [7] , [8] , e.g., to optimize multi-hop routing, and real-time computing [9] , [10] , e.g., to find optimal processing schedules.
There are multiple publications on utility-based evaluation, but they focused mainly on multimedia transmissions [11] , [12] over the Internet.
The field of information theory [13] also considers very similar problems to the ones tackled in this work, but focuses on the amount of information provided by exchanged data and not on the usefulness of this information for the mission at hand.
III. MODEL

A. Setup
The goal of the introduced model is to compare different communication schemes for a given mission. First of all, we define G as the set of all agents participating in the mission. An agent is a process taking part in the information distribution. Theoretically, multiple agents could run on the same device, but our study focuses on situations where agents are located on different devices and are far from each other. For instance, an agent could be a communication process of a UAV, an autonomous rover, a base station operated by humans, or a display visualizing a mission's progress.
We evaluate the information distribution during a mission post factum, thus for each agent g ∈ G we introduce a history of a mission H g as a sequence of states of agent g during the mission. H g is a function assigning a state of agent g to each moment in time during the mission execution; formally, H g : [0, t end ] → S, where S is the set of all possible states and the mission starts at time 0 and ends at t end . A state is a tuple of properties of an agent. We do not define explicitly the structure of the state, as it may vary for each agent and for each mission, but intuitively it represents the knowledge of an agent. Some examples of properties potentially present in the state include: battery level, position, observed map area, etc.
In order to compare communication schemes, we calculate a numerical value (called total utility) U of a set of exchanged messages for a given mission history. Then we compare these values; higher utility means that the transmitted information is more useful.
Let M be the set of all messages received by agents and P the set of all message types. Each message m ∈ M has at least three properties: m.type ∈ P is the message type; m.t gen ∈ [0, t end ] is the moment when the message was generated; and m.t rcv ∈ [0, t end ] is the reception time. Each message carries some data, depending on the message type. We use the term generated time instead of sent time in order to emphasize the fact that the actual moment when the communication interface has sent the message is not important for the analysis. We are interested only in the time the message was created. As a consequence, the case when sending a messages gets delayed (because of interference or an ongoing transmission) should influence the final result of the evaluation.
B. Overview
The utility of the whole system is the sum of all agents' utilities. Furthermore, the utility of each agent is the sum of utilities of messages of all types received by that agent.
At the core of the model lies the message utility function. For each message, it describes how the utility of that message changes as the mission progresses over time. For example, we analyze the utility of the information about a map fragment for an autonomous UAV. Whenever the UAV flies above the area corresponding to this map fragment, the information is useful and the utility rises. However, as soon as it goes outside of that area, the message is not useful and thus brings no utility at that point in time. When the UAV comes back to this area, the utility of this message rises again. This example presents the continuous nature of the utility functions and their timedependency. This function is heavily dependent on the mission. Even the same message type could have a different message utility function for different missions.
The utilities of messages of the same data type are often related to each other. For instance, a UAV could have received a map fragment of the same area twice, in two separate messages. Then, when it flies above this area, not both of these messages are equally useful and they should not bring the same utility: the information is redundant and hence one of the messages should not increase the total utility. A way to aggregate utilities of messages of a given type is needed. Therefore, for each message type we define a utility aggregation function, which quantifies how useful the transmission of messages of a given type was throughout the whole mission. For each moment in time, it takes the utilities of all messages and outputs the total aggregated utility for that particular moment in time. The total utility of the messages of a given type is the integral of utility aggregation function over time.
C. Definitions
The total utility of the system is given by
where M g is the set of all messages received by agent g. U is the utility function for a single agent and is defined aŝ
where ω p is an importance factor of message type p. The arguments M and h represent, respectively, the message set and the history of an agent. Note that in equation (1) this function is used with the arguments M = M g and h = H g .
Before defining the aggregation functions we introduce the following notation: M p rcv (t) is a subset of set M of all messages of type p received up to time t:
This can be thought of as an operator over the set M that filters it based on reception time. Similarly, M p gen (t) is a subset of set M of all messages of type p generated before time t.
All aggregation functions accept three arguments: M , t and s = h(t). M is the set of messages to be considered, t is the moment in time when the aggregation takes place and s is the state of an agent at moment t.
The sum aggregation treats all received messages independently by summing their utilities:
The max aggregation at each point in time takes only the utility of a message with a maximum value:
The last aggregation at each point in time evaluates only the utility for the most recently generated message:
The last aggregation takes into account the last generated message. This allows us to describe situations, when generating a new message invalidates information contained in a previous message. This means, that as soon as a new message is generated, the previous one does not bring utility anymore.
Unfortunately, it introduces a challenge related to the evaluation of the model from the receiver's perspective: if a message m is generated but not received, we cannot influence the aggregated utility based on the time it was created. Thus, this kind of utility should only be used in conjunction with a reliable communication protocol, so all sent messages are eventually delivered.
The defined aggregations can be applied to any message type. For example, if we wanted to use the sum aggregation for message type test, we would write: A test = A sum test .
IV. MISSION EXAMPLES
In this section, we specify the utility model for five message types in order to provide examples of how the utilities of message types can differ and how different aggregation functions can be used. The examples were chosen in order to show quite distinct functions; an instance of this model for a real mission might be much simpler.
For each message type, we present an example of the mission scenario and a plot of the message utility and aggregation functions. All of them follow the same convention: message utilities are plotted with dashed lines, each message is represented with a different color. The aggregation function is plotted with a solid line and the area under its plot is filled. Additionally, each moment when a message was generated is marked with an arrow pointing up and the reception time is marked with an arrow pointing down.
A. Mission status commands
During a mission, it might be required to communicate a status of the mission to all agents involved in it. Examples of statuses include: waiting for mission start, mission in progress, abandon mission, mission finished. The main characteristic of this type of messages is that, as soon as the new message is generated, the mission status changes and all the old messages are not valid anymore. We express that with a constant message utility function and the last utility aggregation function:
A status = A last status . Figure 1 presents a plot of the aggregation and utility functions for an example communication scenario. An agent aggregates the utility when it knows the current mission status. Each delayed message means that the agent does not know the current status; thus, the final utility is decreased. In the figure this shows as a lack of aggregated utility between the generation and reception of each message. Note that the utility of each message never drops, e.g., the utility of the green message is equal to 1 for almost the whole mission. It is the aggregation that decides which message should be considered at which point in time and introduces the areas of no utility.
It can be easily observed that, for this message type, a communication scheme that minimizes transmission delays is preferred.
B. Mission objectives
Mission objectives, although conceptually similar to mission status, are distinctively different from them. Examples of objectives include: explore sector A, monitor sector B, map sector C. They define goals to be pursued during the mission by agents.
We say that an agent is working on an objective if it actively tries to fulfill it. For instance, if it received a message explore sector A, immediately it does not receive any utility, but it knows that travelling through this sector is beneficial for the mission. We say that it starts to work on this objective as soon as it decides to go to this sector and explore it and this is the moment when the utility of this message rises. However, it does not necessarily mean that the agent has to explore the whole sector; it can contribute some work and then continue with a different objective.
An agent cannot start the work on an objective before a message introducing this objective is received by it. It is, however, possible that an agent will work on multiple objectives at the same time. Therefore, we will treat the utilities associated with each objective independently. Hence, the sum utility aggregation function is used.
For the sake of simple presentation, we assume all objectives have equal importance and each unit of time spent working on the objective is equally useful. Thus, we define the utility of a message that contains objective o as 1 whenever the agent is actively working on objective o and 0 otherwise:
where m.o is the objective introduced in message m and s.O pursued is a set of objectives on which the agent is actively working in state s.
The assumptions about equal importance and constant utility are not required. For some missions it might be more practical to assume the message utility is given by a decreasing function (e.g., if joining at the beginning makes an agent more useful). We could also assign higher utilities to the more important objectives. Figure 2 presents a plot of aggregation and message utility functions for an example communication scenario. In this scenario, the agent is working on three objectives: o 1 between time 1 and 9, o 2 between time 7 and 20 and o 3 between time 12 and 20. During time periods [7, 9] and [12, 20] the agent is working on two objectives simultaneously. The aggregated utility at each given time is the number of objectives the agent is working on at that time.
If the message corresponding to a particular objective is not received, the agent does not know about it and cannot work on this objective. The utility will not be generated. Therefore, a communication scheme that prioritizes the objectives that are more important to be worked on by the agent will perform well in the evaluation framework.
C. Agents' properties
In this section we analyze two types of data, both of them representing robots' properties: battery level and position in 2D. The utilities of messages of these types depend on the way the information provided by these messages is used. For example, consider using the position of another robot to estimate how far it is from a given point. We can assume this distance in the worst case will change linearly over time. However, if we use the past position in order to estimate where exactly the agent is now, the probability of estimating the exact location based only on the maximum speed and previous location falls quadratically over time in the 2D case (the agent can go into any direction on a plane) and cubicly in the 3D case (it potentially travels in any direction in space).
1) Battery level: In order to introduce the message utility function for battery level, we define ρ as a pessimistic battery depletion rate. Then, the level of the battery after timet drops in the worst case by
We assume the algorithm directly uses the message data of the most recent message and assumes it is correct, even if outdated. The utility of a message reflects the ratio between a pessimistic real battery level at a given time and the message data.
The max utility aggregation function is used, because the algorithm running on an agent always uses the most useful message, which in this case is always the most recent message.
The message utility and aggregation functions for the battery information are defined as follows:
A batt = A max batt (14) By studying equations (13) and (14) and a plot of those functions for an example mission presented in figure 3, we can observe some properties of these utilities. First of all, a message is useful for the receiver since the moment of reception until the point in time when, in the worst case (assuming pessimistic depletion rate), the battery is empty. The utility decreases over time since the moment the message was generated. It captures the intuition that we have the perfect information only when the measurement was made. The more time has passed, the less precisely we know when the battery is going to deplete. Additionally we can observe that the utility falls faster when the measured battery level is lower.
2) Position: The position information is handled in a similar way to the battery level information, with two small differences. First of all, instead of using a battery depletion rate we define the area where the agent can be after timet as
We also define an area A, which could either be the maximum area of a mission or an area big enough that knowing the agent is somewhere in that area does not bring any valuable information. The utility of a message over time is defined as a ratio between the complement of the area where the agent can be and A. Such a definition maintains the following property: if the exact position of an agent is known, the utility equals 1 and it drops to 0 when there is no information about the agent's position (it can be anywhere in A). Similarly to the battery type, the position information also uses the max utility aggregation function: Equations (16) and (17) are plotted in figure 4 . The result is very similar to the battery type, but the utility falls quadratically over time. Additionally, the utility is independent of both the message data and the state, so the shape of the message utility function is always the same.
D. Localization using a map
The last type of messages analyzed in this work is a map used for localization. We assume each message m contains a sector of a map covering area m.A map . Each agent maintains a union of all of the received sectors and stores the area of this union in its state as s.A map . We will call this union a gathered map of an agent. At each point in time an agent observes the area s.A obs around it and tries to localize itself on the gathered map. The bigger the intersection between the observed area and the gathered map, the better the localization result.
We define the added area of message m as the difference between m.A map and all the areas previously received:
The utility of a message m at time t equals the ratio of the common part of the observed area and N m to the whole observed area. The proposed model is presented in equations (19) and (20). An example of a mission introduced to analyze this message type is visualized in figure 5 . The plot visualizes the 1D position of an agent over time with a dashed line. Its observed area is marked with a light gray color and the borders of this area are plotted with a solid black line. During a mission the agent received three map fragments, at times 2.7, 6.7 and 12.7. These messages are visualized with a filled rectangle of different colors representing the area of a 1D map associated with the message. The fragment is valid indefinitely, hence the area is marked since the reception time until the end of the mission. The color of each map fragment matches the color of a message utility function plotted in figure 6 .
In figures 5 and 6 we can observe how message utilities can change throughout a mission. For instance, the first map fragment (drawn in green) is useful just after the reception, then at time 5 it brings no utility since the agent cannot observe this sector anymore. Around time 9 the agent comes back and the map fragment is useful again. These figures also present nicely possible redundancies of the information. The third map fragment (drawn in purple) overlaps with previously known areas, thus, bringing utility only for the newly introduced area.
V. MODEL APPLICATION
In order to present the applicability of the model we show how it can be used to address a real-life problem related to UAV communication. In our scenario, a UAV performs some mission and it needs to periodically report its battery level to the ground station. It has two ways to achieve this: either by sending it over a direct radio link or by using the cellular mobile network and sending the data "over the Internet".
We assume the following characteristics have the most influence on the communication: the Internet connection is reliable (all messages are delivered), but introduces some variable delay; the direct connection has a constant low delay of 10 ms, but sometimes it does not deliver a message. The UAV can actively measure these characteristics, i.e., it knows the current message delay and drop rate. Based on them it can choose which communication channel should be used for sending the next message. In order to make this decision, it uses the introduced evaluation model.
The model for battery information is specified as in section IV-C1. The pessimistic battery depletion rate equals 0.01 per second. The simulated mission takes 100 seconds and during that time the real battery level depletes linearly and reaches 88% at the end of the mission. We run the simulation for drop rates of the direct connection in the range [0, 0.5] and delays of the Internet connection in the range [0, 1] seconds. The results are presented in figure 7 . With the blue color (lower right corner) we mark configurations in which the direct connection has higher utility than the Internet connection; deeper blue means bigger difference. The red color (upper left corner) represents that the Internet connection has higher utility. The generated data could be used by a UAV to decide which communication channel to use.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have introduced a utility-based model for evaluation of information distribution in multi-robot systems. By introducing multiple examples of specific missions and a simple application, we have presented the potential of the model. One of the main benefits of the model is the ability to represent a variety of types of exchanged data. This allows us to evaluate communication as a whole using only one tool.
We believe this work will form solid foundations for a variety of research topics starting from a theoretical analysis of different communication solutions to practical applications in multi-robot systems, including the active use of the model in order to optimize the communication.
